Origins of the sample-size effect in explicit evaluative judgment.
This research considers situations in which individuals explicitly form attitude judgments toward a target object after considering a sample of information. Previous research shows sample-size effects under such conditions: Increasing sample size can produce more extreme judgments. Commonly, these effects are attributed to summative processes in information integration. Alternatively, this research proposes that sample size affects perceived reliability of information, which in turn affects the extremity of the subsequent judgment. Three experiments were conducted to empirically substantiate this alternative account. Experiment 1 provides evidence that participants perceive larger samples as more reliable than smaller samples. Experiment 2 demonstrates that perceived reliability mediates the sample-size effect on judgments. Experiment 3 shows that other variables, such as variability, which lowers the perceived reliability, attenuate sample-size effects. The results are explained with reference to the value account model of attitude formation, stating that implicit and explicit modes of attitude formation are guided by different principles of information integration.